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Abstract
The paper analyses the in�uence of trade policies on the investment decisions of a

representative individual. In particular, the increased uncertainty of future income is
considered in the investment behaviour of individuals. The optimal portfolio-decision of a
representative working individual is analysed in comparison to a non-working shareholder.
The paper �nds an important in�uence from trade policy on the saving and investment

behaviour of a working individual. Yet the optimal demand for an asset does not always
increases if a protectionist trade policy is introduced in the corresponding sector as might
be expected. The asset covariance and the labor risk correlation, especially the working
location of the individual, determine the �nal results of the investment decision and can
even reverse the expected e¤ect from protection. Moreover, a e¤ective hedge for the
income risk is not possible in most of the observed scenarios.

JEL classi�cation: F13, F16
Keywords: Protection, Portfolio Choice, Risk Diversi�cation, Income Risk

1. Introduction

Among many other institutions, the Doha round has recon�rmed the call for free trade.
Actually since the mid 60s there is a substantial integration of trade2. Associated with
trade liberalization is a loss of protection and as a consequence higher pro�t risk for
many sectors and individuals working in these sectors. On the other hand we observe
a continuing development of �nancial markets3. Unrestrained �nancial markets can be
used to diversify �nancial and non-�nancial risk. Hence �nancial markets can work as
an insurance instrument. So as �nancial markets may absorb the newly raised risk by
trade liberalization there might be a connection between trade liberalization and �nancial
integration. Svaleryd and Vlachos (2002) show empirically that there is a signi�cant
link �nancial development and trade liberalization. They �nd neither an unambiguous
direction nor an explanation for this observed dependency. However there are di¤erent ap-
proaches with various possible explanations of the forces a¤ecting the link between trade

1The mathematical appendix will be available soon on my personal homepage: http://www.uni-
siegen.de/~fb05pfe/pfe¤er.html
2See for example Wei and Wu (2002).
3For empirical evidence on this development see for example Prasad, Rogo¤, Wei and Kose (2003).
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liberalization and �nancial integration in both directions4. Following for example Eaton
and Grossman (1985) or Cole and Obstfeld (1991) �nancial openess enforces trade liber-
alization for goods. They argue that risk diversifcation via �nancial markets substitutes
for the insurance e¤ect of protectionist trade policy. Additionally Feeney and Hillman
(2004) show in an political economical approach how increasing risk diversi�cation over
asset markets reduces the demand for protectionist trade policy.
Following these considerations I come to the conclusion that the continuing trade lib-

eralization strengthens the desire to diversify risk - especially labor income risk - over
�nancial markets. Thus the question raises whether protectionist trade policy reduces the
individual diversi�cation on the asset market. Moreover a stronger dependence on the
personal labor income could be the consequence of the reduced diversi�cation possibilities.
I explore whether this is indeed the case.
To answer these questions I observe the in�uence of trade policies on the investment

decisions of a representative working individual. Contrary to the mentioned literature I
take the trade policy as exogenous and endogenise the individual diversi�cation decision
on the asset market. In particular, the increased uncertainty of future income is considered
in the individual investment behaviour. To hedge the income risk the working individual
has the possibility to invest in two di¤erent risky assets and one risk free asset. The two
risky assets are shares in the industry x and y respectively with di¤erent correlations
between their expected returns and varying correlations with the wage risk. Moreover,
the variation of the income risk is decisive for the optimal portfolio-decision. Claims on
future labour income are not tradable.
To see how the optimal portfolio-choice depends on trade policy and hence how glob-

alization in�uences the portfolio choice I put the main emphasis on the in�uence from
exogenous trade policy on the portfolio-decision. Furthermore, I evaluate if a labour
income risk hedge is still possible under a protectionist trade policy.
The investment decision of my working individual is mainly determined by the asset

covariance and the labor asset covariance. Furthermore the tari¤ impact on the covariance
depends on the factor intensities, the composition of the productivity shocks and the
relative prices in the two home country industries. Thus I con�rm and extend the �ndings
of Mayer (1984). Finally variations in the total risk share can dilute the results.
I �nd that the asset market exploitation is reduced with the introduction of an import

tari¤. Even though the asset market does not loose his role as insurance instrument
completely the risk diversi�cation over the asset market dimnishes as a consequence of
the tari¤ implementation. I �nd no de�nite investment concentration in the protected
sector as stated by Cassing (1996). On the contrary I observe a portfolio bias towards
the not protected industry.
The paper is organized as follows. In section two I give a short literature survey. Section

three emphasises the production side and section four derives the individual portfolio

4Aizenman (2003) o¤ers an explanation for commercial openess driving �nancial openess. He shows that
the pressure to open the �nancial system is a by-product of successful trade integration. Restrictions on
�nancial markets loose their impact in the presence of increasing trade liberalization. On the other hand
Tamirisa (1999) explores empirically the dependency from the opposite direction. Following her �ndings
exchange and capital controls can act as non-tari¤-barriers (ntb) to trade. The �nal impact of these ntb
depends on the relation between trade in goods and factors and the economic pattern of the country.
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decision. Section �ve analyses the optimal asset allocation of a working individual under a
protectionist trade regime and the possible labor income risk hedge. Section six concludes
the paper.

2. The Literature

In my analysis I link three di¤erent strands of literature.
Using the portfolio-theory I follow mainly the model of Campbell and Viceira (2003).

The standard portfolio-theory analyses the portfolio decision between one risky and one
risk-free asset. Correlations between the expected returns of the risky assets are often
neglected. In my analysis the second risky asset is very important to emphasize the e¤ects
of the trade policy and possibilities of the income hedge. With the second risky asset
we can explore whether the tari¤ implementation causes a rebalancing of the portfolio
composition and how the asset allocation changes between the protected and the not
protected industry. Furthermore, the second risky asset allows for combining two di¤erent
views of capital income as an alternative income source for a working individual and thus
leads to literature dealing with the correlation between wages and capital income.
The e¤ects of a positive correlation between wage and capital income were �rst shown

by Weitzman (1984) and further developed by Renström and Roszbach (1995). They
observe positive productivity e¤ects that lead to more employment if workers prefer to
hold shares of the company they work for. Harms and Hefeker (2003) analyse the e¤ects of
an alternative capital income that is negatively correlated with labour income of workers
(union members) on employment. They also conclude that this results in a reduction of
unemployment.
These di¤erent results of additional capital income justify the variation of the income

risk correlation. Thus I analyse which investment alternative will be preferred by the
representative individual under the di¤erent trade regimes.
The third strand of literature �nally links trade liberalization and asset market devel-

opment. Feeney and Hillman (2004) as well as Eaton and Grossman (1985) demonstrate
that complete capital markets o¤er diversi�cation of risks and decrease the demand for a
protectionist trade policy. However, this impact of the joined development of capital mar-
kets and trade liberalization is not unambiguous the opposite argument is found as well:
Trade liberalization raises the need for risk diversi�cation over the capital market. As
a consequence, the increased insurance demand enforces the development of the capital-
markets. Empirically, there is no de�nite empirical support for neither of the arguments
(Svalery and Vlachos (2002))5.
One contribution of the present paper to the existing literature and especially to this

strand is that I show whether and how a protectionist trade regime changes the savings
behaviour of a working individual and in�uences its willingness to invest in the capital
market. Therefore I revert the statement of Feeney and Hillman (2004) and use a portfolio
approach to con�rm or disaproove their political economical results.
Cassing (1996) observes the portfolio-allocation of a shareholder without working in-

come in dependence of the trade regime. In contrast to this, my second contribution is

5Additionall explanations for the liberalization of commodity trade as driving force of �nancial openess
are found for example by Aizenman (2003).
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the observation of the portfolio-decision of a working individual with a risky wage.
All in all I use a more general approach then the mentioned literature with exogenous

trade policy and endogenous investment decision. My results depart from the literature
in the following way: I can not con�rm a general statement about a stimulating e¤ect
on the asset market caused by trade liberalization. Precisely I show that the respective
country pattern (which industries are hosted in the country and how are they related)
and the position of the representative investor (willingness to bare risk and where does
he work) are decisive for the �nal impact of trade liberalization on asset market activities
in di¤erent countries.

3. Production

The analysis is based on a standard Heckscher-Ohlin model, where a small open country
trades with the rest of the world at exogenous terms of trade. The industry in the home
country produces two �nal consumption goods x and y. y is the export and x is import-
competing good. The production of good x is labor intensive and that of good y is capital
intensive. The world prices at time t are given by pi;t, i = x; y. The government in the
home country implements a tari¤ � on good x. Hence the relativ prices for good x and
for good y in the home country are px;t(1 + � t;x) and

py;t
(1+�x;t)

respectively.
Each industry in the home country consists of identical domestic �rms using the same

technology. The representative production function is:

(1) Fi;t (Li;t; Ki;t)= �
s
i;tK

�i
i;tL

1��i
i;t with i = x; y

Ki;t is the amount of capital and Li;t the amount of labor employed in the prodcution
process in industry i at time t. Production in both industries is a¤ected by stochastic
productivity shocks �si;t realised in period t whereas s speci�es one de�nite realization
of �i;t in i. There are many di¤erent possible realizations of �

s
i;t and they occur with

probability qsi;t, the values of these shocks are strictly positive and iid. In particular a
positive productivity shock is realised if �si;t > 1 and a negative one if �si;t < 1, with
�si;t = 1 there is a shock free situation. Moreover, the occurence of a speci�c productivity
shock in sector x can be positively or negatively correlated with the appearance of a
speci�c productivity shock in sector y and vice versa. Hence for the joined probability of
a simultaneous occurence of

�
�sx;t;�

s
y;t

�
yields qsxy;t 6= qsx;tqsy;t.

As a consequence the factor income is stochastic too. With perfect perfect competition
on product and factor markets the domestic income for labor and capital respectively is:

(2) wi;t = pi;t (1� �i)�si;tK
�i
i;tL

��i
i;t

(3) ri;t = pi;t�i�
s
i;tK

�i�1
i;t L

1��i
i;t .
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4. Portfolio Decision of the Worker

I consider a risk avers individual thorough the complete analysis. The optimization
problem of the individual is closely linked with the aim to hedge future income risk from

labor. This will be shown by solving the optimization problem. I derive the optimal asset
choice for di¤erent constellations of risk. To observe the hedging problem more clearly it
is necessary to de�ne the di¤erent available income sources in more detail.

4.1. Income sources
The representativ individual contributes a �xed fraction of his time to work. Normalized

to one, labor income wi;t is de�ned as in (2).
In addition to the labor income the individual has the possibility to generate capital

income in period t+ 1. The individual is endowed with an inital amount of �xed wealth
Vt. The earned labor income in period t not spent on consumption is included in Vt.
Shares of Vt can be invested during period t in two risky assets �i;t (shares of industries)
with return ri;t+1 and in the riskfree asset with constant return rf . Therefore the total
portfolio return in t+ 1will be

(4) rp;t+1 = �x;trx;t+1 + �y;try;t+1 + �f;trf ,

where

(5) 1 = �x;t + �y;t + �f;t.

Assuming that there are a no short-sales �i;t � 0, and that �i;t refers to a proportionate
share in the total available wealth portfolio return in t+ 1 can be rearranged as

(6) rp;t+1 = �x;t (rx;t+1 � rf ) + �y;t (ry;t+1 � rf ) + rf

The risky asset returns and the portfolio return are assumed to be lognormaly distrib-
uted6. Thus de�ning �i;t+1 � ln (1 + ri;t+1) and �f � ln (rf + 1) the modi�ed portfolio
return in t+ 1 is

(7) �p;t+1 = �x;t�x;t+1 + �y;t�y;t+1 + �f�f .

De�nings ui and �2i as mean and variance, the expected log excess return is de�ned by

(8) Et (�i;t+1 � �f ) = Et (�i;t+1)� �f � �i.

The labor income is also lognormaly distributed and li;t+1 � lnwi;t+1 is the log labor
income generated in sector i with expected mean �l and variance �

2
l
7.

6A lognormal distribution results if the variable is the product of a large number of independent, iden-
tically distributed variables, in this model �i;t. Therefore the lognormal distribution is usualy used to
demonstrate asset return distribution. For further details see Aitchison and Brown (1973) or P�aumer,
Heine and Hartung (2001).
7For a detailed derivation of the means and variances of these variables see appendix 1.
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4.2. The Worker�s Problem
To derive the investment decision of the working individual, I use a one horizon invest-

ment decision model. Consider a risk-averse individual with constant relative risk aversion
coe¢ cient  > 18 close to Campbell and Viceira (2003)9. The individual has an initial
endowment of wealth Vt in period t including the realised labor income in this period. In
period t the individual decides which share of Vt to consume and which share �i to invest
in which industry. In particular the realisation of the portfolio return in period t + 1 in
addition to wi;t+1, is supposed to maximize the consumption of this individual with time
preference � in period t+ 1:10

(9) max
�x;t;�y;t

Et

"
�
C1�t+1

1� 

#
:

subject to the budget constraint and referring to (6)

(10) Ct+1 = Vt (1 + rp;t+1) + wi;t+1:

The worker chooses his asset allocation today to maximize his consumption tomorrow.
He chooses his optimal portfolio to yield the highest possible return with respect to his
risky labor income and the prevailing trade policy.
To obtain an analytical solution it is necessary to apply the loglinear solution methods

analog to Cambell and Viceira (2003) and extend them properly to the underlying model.
Therefore all involved quantities are assumed to be positive. As a result of the utility
function choice Ct+1 is positive anyway. In addition to the de�nitions already noted above
in the following lowercase letters refer to the log of the uppercase variables.
First the log linearized portfolio return on wealth is computed from (6). Rearranging

(6) and taking logs on both sides yields

(11) �p;t+1 � �f = ln [1 + �x;t (exp (�x;t+1)� 1) + �y;t (exp (�y;t+1)� 1)] .

Further implementing a second-order Taylor expansion with two variables around the
point �p;t+1 � �f = 0 results in 11

�p;t+1 = �x;t (�x;t+1 � �f ) +
1

2
�x;t (1� �x;t)�2x + �y;t (�y;t+1 � �f )

+
1

2
�y;t (1� �y;t)�2y + �x;t�y;tcov (�x;t+1; �y;t+1) + �f .(12)

8Heaton and Lucas (2000b) use a similiar life cycle model but with more than two periods. They set 
at 5 and 8 for a su¢ cient risk avers investor. On the other hand Bertaut and Haliassos (1997) consider
 to take the value 3 for their benchmark life-cycle model without bequest.
Further Heaton and Lucas (1997) derive di¤erent levels of risk aversion for CRRA investors.

9A similiar model for a longer time horizon is used by Heaton and Lucas (2000b), to analyse the impact
of background risk on the portfolio choice.
10For the motivation to use this kind of utility function and its speci�c reaction to background risk see
Gollier (2001).
11For speci�c mathematic details see Appendix. For generell discussions on this topic see Campbell and
Viceira (2001) and Hardy and Walker (2003).
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The next step is to loglinearize the budget constraint. Hence both sides of (10) are
divided by wi;t+1 and logs are taken

(13) ct+1 � li;t+1 = ln (exp (vt � li;t+1 + �p;t+1) + 1) .

Thus the log optimal consumption

(14) ct+1 � g + � (vt + �p;t+1) + (1� �) li;t+1

with g and � as loglinearization constant can be derived12. �13 can be interpreted as
the consumption elasticity with respect to �nancial wealth whereas (1� �) can be seen
as the consumption elasticity with respect to labor income.
The log optimal future consumption is a weighted average of future �nancial wealth

and future labor income each weigthed with the consumption elasticity with respect to
�nancial wealth and labor income respectively. These weights are important for the further
decision process because they also a¤ect the importance of the di¤erent risk sources. For
instance, with � > 0; 5 variations in the labor income have only a very small e¤ect on
consumption changes. On the other hand changes in the �nancial wealth then have a big
impact on the consumption decision. This can be a very interesting distinction for cases
where �nancial wealth and labor income are negatively correlated in the �nal portfolio
decision14.
To reach the optimal portfolio decision the �rst order condition of the problem has to

be observed15:

(15) Et
�
�C�t+1 (ri;t+1 + 1)

�
= Et

�
�C�t+1 (rf + 1)

�
.

The �rst order condition shows that the expected total return of the investment from
the value of C�t+1 in industry x during period t has to be the same as the investment from
the value of C�t+1 in industry y or the risk free asset in t. In particular foregone consume
in t + 1 must be compensated through an additional gain in �nancial wealth in t + 1
independently of the chosen investment alternative. The �rst order condition is also log
linearized and a second order Taylor expansion is implemented around the conditional
means of ct+1 and ri;t+1. Substituting (14) for ct+1 and rearringing gives

(16) �i +
1

2
�2i = 

�
�
�
�i;t�

2
i + �j;t�i;j

�
+ (1� �)�i;l

�
with j = x; y 6= i:

For simplicity the following observations are made for investments in industry x. But
these observations and results hold analog for investment decisions in industry y. Now

12� � exp(�p+v�li)
1+exp(�p+v�li)

For mathematic details see Appendix.
13Per de�nition 0 < � < 1.
14This impact of � on the consumption decision even gains on interest if the labor decision is endogenized,
by Jermann (1998).

15This �rst order condition is con�rmed by the general consumption decision model under uncertainty
by Drèze and Modigliani (1972).
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solving (16) for �x;t leads to the asset allocation in industry x

(17) �x;t =
1

�

�x +
1
2
�2x

�2x
� �y;t�x;y

�2x
� (1� �)

�

�x;l
�2x
.

In (17) the optimal decision �x;t is a simultanious decision with �y;t. Using (5) this can
be rewritten as

(18) �x;t =
1

�

�x +
1
2
�2x

�2x � �x;y
� f�x;y
�2x � �x;y

� (1� �)
�

�x;l
�2x � �x;y

.

Where f � (1� �f;t). Hence f indicates the total proportion of risky assets in the
portfolio16. Obviously the optimal asset allocation for investments in industry x can be
divided into three components. The �rst term on the right hand side corresponds to the
decision of an investor in the standard mean-variance analysis17. To see this connection
more cleary it is important to reconsider an important property of a lognormal distributed
variable, namely

(19) logEt (ri;t+1 + 1) = Et log (ri;t+1 + 1) +
1

2
var log (ri;t+1 + 1) .

So the portfolio decision in this case given a speci�ed risk-aversion depends mainly on the
mean and variance ratio of the log excess return of asset x: Further the second risky asset
and the labor risk have an impact on �x;t.
The impact of the second risky asset is not unambiguous. Under the assumption of

a positive correlation between the risky assets in the �rst term the joined risk of the
two risky assets mitigates the pure risk of asset x (positive direct impact). With negative
correlations between the risky assets the joined risk enforces the risk a¤ect of asset x (neg-
ative direct impact). This joined risk e¤ect also impacts the labor risk hedge component
of the optimal asset allocation for asset x.
Moreover the additional risk through the implementation of a second asset y does not

necessariliy lead to a rebalancing of the portfolio between asset x and y. Independently
of the correlation of the two risky assets the additional risk may also decrease the shares
in x and y and raise the share invested in the risk free asset. Gollier and Schlee (2004)
show that in a two risky asset case the increase of the expected dividend of one asset
does not necessarily always causes an increase in the demand for this asset. Thereby the
correlation between the two risky assets is irrelevant.

5. Risk Diversi�cation under Protectionist Trade Policy

In this section I introduce an exogenous tari¤ in industry x and derive the portfolio
decision especially the hedging of the labor income risk. Following Feeney and Hillman

16In turn 1� f states the proportion of the risk free asset in the chosen portfolio.
17For a detailed derivation of the mean-variance method see Markowitz (1987).
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(2004) an unrestrained access to asset markets lowers the individual demand for a protec-
tionist trade policy. Further they show that even in a state of an imperfect asset market
and therefore partly restriced risk diversi�cation the demand for a protectionist trade pol-
icy is reduced. In this situation lobbying for a tari¤ only occurs if the import competing
sector is su¢ cient large. Conversely the introduction of a protectionist trade policy is
supposed to lead to less use of asset markets.
Cassing (1995) �ndes that the introduction of a tari¤ in one sector induces a concentra-

tion of the investments in the protected sector in the case of negatively correlated sectors.
In contrast to the present paper he considers an investor who only ownes capital income.
To con�rm or reject one of these �ndings I introduce an exogenous trade policy in the

model above. In period t + 1 a positive tari¤ on import goods is imposed in industry x,
�x;t+1. Hence the relative price in the home country for goods produced in industry x
changes from px;t+1 to px;t+1(1 + �x;t+1) and for goods produced in industry y from py;t+1
to py;t+1

(1+�x;t+1)
respectively. The expected means of the log excess return of the risky assets

depend on the prices of the respective good. Consequently the variances and covariances
are also a¤ected by trade policy. Thus the portfolio shares depend indirectly on trade
policy.
I �nd that the tari¤ impact on the variables depends on variations in the asset correla-

tion, the presence or absence of correlated income risk and the industry the labor income
is generated in. Additionally the tari¤ impact depends on the total risk share existing in
the portfolio.
To analyse the tari¤ impact on the asset allocation of the worker in detail I derive the

total di¤erential of the asset demand. It shows that the impact of trade policy on the
asset demand for asset x 18 is not unambiguous19

(20)
@�x;t
@�x;t+1

=
@�x;t
@�x
(+)

@�x
@�x;t+1
(+)

+
@�x;t
@�2x
(�)

@�2x
@�x;t+1
(+)

+
@�x;t
@�x;y

@�x;y
@�x;t+1

+
@�x;t
@�x;l

@�x;l
@�x;t+1

.

In (20) the tari¤ impact on the expected mean and the variance as well as the demand
reaction of these two variables can be unambiguously signed. The e¤ects on the asset
covariance and the asset labor covariance can go either way. Obviously the �rst two
components of �x;t both depend positively on the tari¤. In the case of the expected mean
this direction of the dependency might be expected but for the variance of the return of
asset x this is somewhat surprising and will be discussed later on.
The positive impact of the tari¤ in industry x on the expected mean of asset x

(21)
@�x
@�x;t+1

= qsx
rx;t+1

r�x;t+1 + 1
> 0

results in a higher capital payment out of a higher pro�t. This is intuitiv as the protected
industry faces higher output prices on the market for consumption goods. Precisely the
tari¤ impact on �x depends on the weighted ratio between the capital income without a

18analog for asset y
19The sign in the paranthesis below the equations stands for the sign of the respective derivation.
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tari¤ to the capital wealth in case of the tari¤. This in turn leads to a higher return for
the capital for every �sx;t+1. However the marginal impact of a rising tari¤on �x decreases.
Referring to (18) �x;t increases unambiguously in the mean. Hence the cumulative e¤ect

of the trade policy and the expected mean of asset x on the asset demand for asset x is
positive.
The tari¤ impact on the variance of asset x is

(22)
@�2x
@�x;t+1

= 2qsx (1� qsx)
rx;t+1

r�x;t+1 + 1
��x;t+1 > 0.

Since qsx is always lower than one the inequality (22) is valid. The tari¤ impact is
similiar to the impact on �x. Additional weights as the log dividend paid in industry x in
the state of tari¤ and (1� qsx) are added. So the variance for asset x rises with the tari¤
in sector x. Again the further marginal impact of �x;t+1 on �2x decreases.
To understand this relation it is important to keep in mind that the economy is open

and small. Thus the price level in the home country is �xed by the world price. The only
variations in the home country result from the productivity shocks �sx;t+1 and the intro-
duction of a tari¤ in industry x is an additional possible variation which even reinforces
the existing productivity shock.
Actually the impact of �2x on �x;t is not always unambiguous. The size of the covariance

and the risk aversion determine the sign of the reaction of �x;t on �2x
20. As I assume a

highly risk avers investor, the cases with an increasing asset demand in �2x are ruled out.
Thus in the following analysis a decreasing �x;t in �2x is assumed

21.
Thirdly for a complete solution of (20) the impact of the trade policy on the covariance

(23)
@�x;y
@�x;t+1

= �2x
r�x;t+1 + 1

r�y;t+1 + 1

r�y;t+1
r�x;t+1

� �2y
��x;t+1
��y;t+1

? 0

is needed. The possible solutions of the inequality are summarized in the tables 4.1 - 4.3 in
appendix I. In particular this e¤ect depends on the relation of the variances of the assets,
on the realised productivity shock in each industry, on the relativ prices of the two goods
and �nally on the factor-intensity in the respective industry. As good x is assumed to be
the labor intensive good, only states in column two of the tables 4.1 - 4.3 are considered.
Thus on the �rst glance it seems that a negative tari¤ impact on the asset covariance is
more likely than a positive e¤ect.
Nevertheless the relation of the productivity shocks and the relative prices of the goods

can turn the tari¤ impact on the covariance. Resulting from the underlying assumptions
the productivity-shock relation can be determined more closely: As expected the industry
with a productivity advantage will be the exporting industry, I only analyse the states

20All possible constellations are summarized in the tables 1.1 - 1.2 in Appendix I.
21Here the empirical evidence is pretty interesting. Regardless of the correlation between the asset returns
Goetzmann and Kumar (2002)�nd empirical evidence for investors�behavior in the opposite directions.
These investors reduce their total portfolio risk by adding more risky assets to their portfolio. In particular
Goetzmann and Kumar (2002) use di¤erent measures of diversi�cation. One of these measures, the
normalised version of the portfolio variance shows two possibilities to reduce the risk of an individual
portfolio. The �rst possibility of risk reduction is to increase the number of assets in the portfolio and
the second to choose assets according to their negative correlations.
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with a higher productivity shock for industry y than for industry x. Therefore only column
two in table 4.3 is necessary for the further analysis.
Again the reaction of the asset demand of asset x can not be determined. The size of

�2x and the total risk share in the portfolio f in�uence the demand reaction on the asset
covariance22.
Lastly the asset labor covariance is analysed

(24)
@�x;l
@�x;t+1

= �2l
rx;t+1

r�x;t+1 + 1
��x;t+1 + �

2
x

1

1 + �x;t+1
lx;t+1 ? 0.

As long as the labor income is generated in the protected industry the tari¤ impact on
�x;l is always positive.This might be surprising but referring to the tari¤ impact on the
risk of asset x and the labor income respectively the positive impact on �x;l is con�rmed.
Both separated risks increase in the tari¤. Hence if they are positively correlated it is
obvious that the covariance is also positively a¤ected by the tari¤23. Moreover the tari¤
impact on �y;l is a¤ected by the same factors covariance: correlation between the assets,
productivity shocks, relative prices and factor intensity.
The asset demand reaction on �x;l depends further on the correlation between the asset

return and the labor income. Thus a positive correlation between these variables reduces
the respective asset demand and a negative correlation enforces it.
Above all the appearance of an idiosyncratic labor income risk reinforces the demand-

dampening e¤ect of the variance if an risk avers investor is assumed 24. Based on the
chosen utility function this coincides with the statement from Gollier (2001) that an inde-
pendent background risk raises the aversion against the other risk source if the absolute
risk aversion in the used utility function is decreasing and convex. Empirical evidence for
this �ndings especially with uncertain labor income as the additional risk source is found
by Heaton and Lucas (2000a) and (2000b).

5.1. Positively Correlated Sectors
In this section two di¤erent scenarios with two respective variations are analysed. Be-

cause the two risky assets and therefore the two industries are positively correlated the
analysis of labor income generated in the not protected industry y is neglected. As my
main interest lies on a working individual I assume a low portfolio risk in the portfolio.
Hence the total risk share in the portfolio is f < 1

2
25.

Scenario Ia: worker in industry x, strong risk decrease in industry y

I assume a positive correlation between the two industry sectors26. Furthermore a low
total risk share in the portfolio f < 1

2
is given. As a result of the assumptions for this

22See tables 2.1 - 2.2 in appendix I for possible outcomes of @�x;t@�x;y
.

23Krebs et al. (2005) �nd isntead empirical evidence that in an economic boom the labor risk decreases
with a reduced tari¤ rate. But the overall evidence for this risk behavior is rather weak.
24For the mathematical proof see appendix 3.
25For the portfolio decision with a high total risk share in the portfolio see appendix II.
26In particular the positive correlation of the asset returns in the two di¤erent industries can result from
country shocks and a stronger receptivity of both assets to these shocks than to industry speci�c shocks.
Thus the return development in both industries are synchronized to a certain level. The sigini�cance
of di¤erent shocks (industry, country, global) and their impact on the return for di¤erent industries is
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scenario three more derivations can be determined and (20) changes to

(25)
@�x;t
@�x;t+1

=
@�x;t
@�x
(+)

@�x
@�x;t+1
(+)

+
@�x;t
@�2x
(�)

@�2x
@�x;t+1
(+)

+
@�x;t
@�x;y
(+)

@�x;y
@�x;t+1

+
@�x;t
@�x;l
(�)

@�x;l
@�x;t+1
(+)

.

At �rst glance it might be surprising that the asset demand reacts positively on the asset
covariance. But taking a closer look shows that this reaction results from a common
portfolio-allocation motive. The worker has close preference concerning �nancial and
labor income. Hence with a su¢ cient high industry risk he reduces his portfolio risk by
increasing the number of assets in his portfolio27.
As the asset covariance is negatively a¤ected by the trade policy the demand for asset

x decreases in the asset covariance. There are three demand decreasing e¤ects and they
obviously compensate the positive e¤ect caused by the raising expected excess return of
asset x. Hence the demand for asset x decreases in the tari¤.
The demand for asset y is analysed. A direct hedge of the labor risk is not possible as

a positive correlated labor income risk is assumed. So a hedge can only take place via the
asset covariance e¤ect, thus �y;t should also rise in the asset covariance.

(26)
@�y;t
@�x;t+1

=
@�y;t
@�y
(+)

@�y
@�x;t+1
(�)

+
@�y;t
@�2y
(�)

@�2y
@� y;t+1
(�)

+
@�y;t
@�x;y
(+)

@�x;y
@�x;t+1

+
@�y;t
@�y;l
(�)

@�y;l
@�x;t+1

.

Two demand decreasing and two demand increasing e¤ects arise in industry y. Firstly
I observe the intra-industry e¤ects and �nd that the decreasing risk is compensated by
the decreased mean. Furthermore the asset covariance e¤ect compensates the asset labor
covariance e¤ect. The worker neglects the labor risk hedge motive as both assets are
positively correlated with the labor income. Hence the e¤ects between the assets are
heavier weighted than the labor risk e¤ect. As a consequence the demand for asset y
decreases in the tari¤.
The worker in industry x faces a stronger risk than without a tari¤. As a consequence

he reduces his share of asset x in his portfolio. In industry y he observes a damped risk.
Normally one might expect an increase in his share of asset y. But the industries are
positively correlated. Thus a hedge of the industry x risk is not possible by rebalancing
the portfolio towards asset y.
Therefore in the scenario with low total risk, positive asset correlation, labor income

generated in the protected industry and a negative tari¤ impact on the asset covariance
we observe a decreased exploitation of the asset market. Moreover there is no possible
hedge of the labor risk even though there is no investment concentration.

analysed for example in Brooks and Del Negro (2002) and (2005). For concrete examples see Costello
(1993). She �nds positive production and shock correlation between manufacturing industries for di¤erent
countries.
27For empirical evidence of this investment behaviour see for example Goetzmann and Kumar (2002) or
Massa and Simonov (2002) for the familiarity motive. Additionally Juillard (2004) shows this investor
behaviour in a dynamic model of international portfolio diversi�cation.
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Scenario Ib: worker in industry x, strong risk increase in industry x

Repeating the same scenario above with a positive tari¤ impact on the asset covariance
leads to weaker results. With a stronger risk increase in industry x than risk decrease
in industry y the demand for asset x increases. However in this scenario it is not sure
that the overall e¤ect of the tari¤ will be positive. With the positive correlation between
labor risk and asset risk, the asset covariance a¤ects the asset demand stronger than the
labor asset covariance. Furthermore with the low risk share in the portfolio the increased
expected excess return compensates the increased asset risk. Hence the demand for asset
x is more sensitive to the reduction of the risk in industry y and the increased mean
in industry x than to the risk increase in the labor income. So the demand for asset x
increases in the tari¤.
However similiar to the demand for asset x; the increase in the demand for asset y

through the asset covariance has to compensate not only the decrease in the demand
caused by the labor risk but also the impact of the decreasing expected excess return of
asset y. Still the conditions are the same as above. Thus the demand for asset y can not
be determined in case of a positive tari¤ impact on the asset covariance.
The totel asset demand can not be determined unambiguously but the demand for asset

x increases in the tari¤. So there is a slight tendence towards a portfolio bias in favor
of asset x. This can be justi�ed by the reduction of the portfolio risk by increasing the
number of assets. Though the concentration statement of Cassing (1996) is con�rmed only
warily, at least it can not be rejected. In addition the results do not support a decreased
asset market exploitation as might be assumed by following Feeney and Hillmann (2004).
Finally there is no possible labor risk hedge found in this scenario.
Here the additional risky labor income changes the results slightly. Without the labor

risk the demand for asset y also increases in the tari¤. So there is no investment concen-
tration to be found. Furthermore the labor risk dimnishes the exploitation of the asset
market slightly.
Concluding I can say that independently of the total risky share f in the portfolio a

hedge of the labor income is hardly possible as the two industries are positively correlated.
Though an investment concentration can not be con�rmed de�nitely yet, the asset market
exploitation shows a slight tendency towards a reduction as a tari¤ is implemented in
industry x.

5.2. Negatively Correlated Sectors
In the case of negatively correlated sectors a change in the labor income correlation

is very interesting. Hence in the following two scenarios are two respective variations
discussed. Again the cases with a low total risk share in the portfolio are discussed and
the cases with a high total risk share are analysed in the appendix II. The overall results
in comparison to the results above are �nally summarised in section 6.

Scenario IIIa: worker in industry x, strong risk decrease in industry y

In the following the changes in the asset demand are analysed in the state of a very low
total risk share in the portfolio:
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(27)
@�x;t
@�x;t+1

=
@�x;t
@�x
+

@�x
@�x;t+1

+

+
@�x;t
@�2x
�

@�2x
@�x;t+1

+

+
@�x;t
@�x;y
�

@�x;y
@�x;t+1

+
@�x;t
@�x;l
�

@�x;l
@�x;t+1

+

.

Here the hedging motive gains on weight. Thus the demand reaction changes with refer-
ence to the asset covariance. Hence with a negative tari¤ impact on the asset covariance
two demand increasing and two demand decreasing e¤ects face each other.
Firstly the three intra-industry e¤ects are analysed. Two of them are demand decreasing

and only the e¤ect of the mean increases the demand of asset x. The mean e¤ect is weakly
stronger than the one of the demand decreasing e¤ects. But the mean e¤ect is not strong
enough to compensate both of them together. Accordingly the total intra-industry e¤ect
decreases the demand of asset x.
Obviously the asset covariance e¤ect has to compensate at least one of the negative

intra-industry e¤ects. The demand reaction on the asset covariance changes is higher than
on variation in the risk of asset x as long as the total risky portfolioshare still exceeds 1

2
1
�
.

However with the low total risk share this extra weight is very small. Besides the tari¤
impact on the asset covariance is weaker than on the risk of asset x. So a compensation
for the asset covariance of the asset risk is not obvious.
The demand for asset x reacts more sensitive to changes in the labor asset covariance

than to variations in the asset covariance. The labor risk gains on weight as the correlation
of labor risk and asset risk with asset x are contrary. Additionally as I assume a working
individual I implicitly assume a slightly higher consumption elasticity referring to labor
income than to �nancial income. Consequently in the present scenario the worker weights
labor e¤ects more than the inter-industry e¤ects28. The labor asset covariance increases
in the tari¤ is stronger than the asset covariance decrease. Hence the total e¤ect from
the two covariances on the asset demand is negative and so the overall e¤ect on �x;t can
not be con�rmed de�nitely.
With the low total risk in the portfolio the demand reactions for asset y also change

and referring to modi�cations of condition (4) and condition (5)

(28)
@�y;t
@�x;t+1

=
@�y;t
@�y
+

@�y
@�x;t+1

�

+
@�y;t
@�2y
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+
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@�x;y
�

@�x;y
@�x;t+1

+
@�y;t
@�y;l
+

@�y;l
@�x;t+1

is to analyse.
Under the assumption of a stronger risk decrease in industry y than a risk increase

in industry x the labor asset covariance as well as the asset covariance are negatively
a¤ected by the tari¤. In contrast to the demand for asset x the demand e¤ect on the
labor asset covariance is weaker than on the asset covariance. As the correlations go in
the same direction the compensation e¤ects remain unchanged to the previous scenario.
The changes induced by the tari¤ on the respective covariance are very close. So the
overall e¤ect of the inter-industry e¤ects on the demand for asset y is positive.
28See Juillard (2004) for a similiar argumentation. He �nds that a high liquid wealth - labor income ratio
in�uence the portfolio-allocation towards a �nancial hedge and with a low ratio a labor risk hedge gains
on weight.
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Additionally the e¤ect of �y compensates the e¤ect of �
2
y. As the total risk share falls

below one half the strength of the variance e¤ect dimnishes and the decreasing mean e¤ect
rises again. Hence the intra-industry e¤ect is negative. Consequently the overall reaction
of �y;t in �x;t+1 is not unambiguous.
Altogether in a scenario with a low total risky portfolioshare, negative asset correlation,

risky labor income generated in industry x and a stronger risk decrease in industry y
than risk increase in industry x I �nd only a very slight tendence towards a decreasing
total asset demand. Therefore the conclusions of a reduced asset market exploitation, no
possible labor hedge and no investment concentration are rather weak. In comparison to
a situation without risky labor income the tari¤ impact on the total asset demand and
therefore the analysed consequences are reverted.

Scenario IIIb: worker in industry x, strong risk increase in industry x

Now I analyse the variation of scenario IV with a positive e¤ect on the asset covariance.
Here a demand decreasing e¤ect arises for asset x. This is very intuitive as the positive
tari¤ impact only occurs if the risk increase in industry x overcompensates the risk de-
crease in industry y. Hence the exposure to the intra-industry e¤ects is higher than for
inter-industry e¤ects.
In the case of a positive tari¤ impact on the asset covariance the demand for asset y

decreases. Consequently the labor asset covariance in industry y increases in the tari¤ as
the risk increase in industry x exceeds the risk decrease in industry y. Correspondingly
to the previous observations the tari¤ impact on both covariances is very close and the
e¤ect compensation is decided by the reaction of the demand of asset y on the respective
covariances. As the overall conditions remain unchanged �y;t decreases in the total inter-
industry e¤ect. However the total intra-industry e¤ect is the same as above.
In the scenario with a stronger risk increase in industry x than risk decrease in industry

y the total asset demand is dimnished by the tari¤ implementation in industry x. The
worker reduces the share of asset x in his portfolio as a consequence of the strenghtened
risk in this industry. With the stronger covariance (less negative) the hedging possibility
dimnishes. Thus the worker also reduces his share of asset y.
Therefore I can con�rm a de�nite loss on hedging possiblilities for the labor risk ac-

companied by a reduction in the asset market exploitation. It is clear that there is no
investment concentration observed as both asset demands decrease in the tari¤. In this
last case the additional labor risk does not change but strengthens the results.
Overall for scenario III with a low total risky protfolio share I �nd a loss of diversi�ca-

tion possibilities caused by the tari¤ introduction. The labor risk hedge possibilities are
reduced and the total asset demand decreases by the tari¤ introduction in industry x.

Scenario Va: worker in industry y, strong risk decrease in industry y

Now the asset demand in the case of a low total risk share is analysed. Following tables
1.2 and 2.2 obviously the signs for the labor asset covariance in the conditions for the
demand dependencies change.
As the tari¤ impacts on the respective components of the asset demand remain un-
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changed I start analysing the compensation e¤ects between the components
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Firstly I analyse the two covariances. Under the assumption of a stronger risk decrease
in y than the risk increase in x both covariances are negatively a¤ected. The tari¤ impacts
balance each other. Hence the demand reaction decides the compensation direction of one
of the covariances over the other. However as the correlations of labor risk and asset y
risk with asset x go in di¤erent directions, the compensation e¤ect changes in comparison
to the previous scenario. Thus the asset covariance dominates the labor asset covariances
by in�uencing the demand of asset x. Hence the total inter-industry e¤ect increases the
demand for asset x.
Secondly I analyse the intra-industry e¤ects. Actually the low total risk share in the

portfolio in�uences the compensation e¤ect signi�cantly. Therefore the demand reacts
stronger to changes in the mean again than to changes in the variance. Also the intra-
industry e¤ect on the asset demand is positive.
Consequently the demand for asset x increases in the tari¤ as the share of risky assets

in the portfolio is below one half.
Similiar to the asset demand in industry x the signs for the labor income risk correlation

changes in industry y. Hence �y;t depends on the tari¤ as follows
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Following the steps in the analysis of �x;t the state with the strong risk decrease in
industry y is observed. The tari¤ impact on the asset covariance as well as on the labor
asset covariance is negative. Obviously the demand of asset y increases in �x;t+1.
In this case asset x works as a hedging instrument. The negative tari¤ impact on the

covariance does even strengthen this e¤ect. Hence the worker increases his share of asset x
�rstly because of the increased return and secondly as a result of the hedging improvement.
Further he increases his share of asset y. The risk reduction in all three risk components
compensates the decreased return of this asset y. Hence he can reduce his portfolio risk
by increasing the number of asset y. Thus the total e¤ect of the tari¤ increases the overall
asset demand. In a scenario with low total risk, negative asset correlation, labor income
generated in the not protected industry and a negative tari¤impact on the asset covariance
a hedge of the labor income is de�nitely possible. Additionally I �nd an increasing total
asset demand accompanied by no investement concentration in any industry.

Scenario Vb: worker in industry y, strong risk increase in industry x

The next variation of scenario VI considers a stronger risk increase in industry x than
the risk decrease in industry y.
First I analyse the impact on �x;t: Hence both covariances in this industry increase in

the tari¤. Again the asset covariances dominates the labor asset covariance and therefore
the total inter-industry e¤ect of the tari¤ is negative. In contrast the intra-industry e¤ect
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remains unchanged. So the demand for asset x in dependence of the tari¤ in industry x
can not be determined.
In the last step I analyse the impact on �y;t. In industry y the asset covariance increases

in the tari¤and the labor asset covariance shows the same e¤ect as before. Again the labor
asset covariance dominates the e¤ect of the asset covariance. Thus a demand increasing
e¤ect is observed.
Similiar to industry x the low total portfolio risk distorts the demand dependency

towards the mean variations. Hence there is a total negative impact on the demand for
asset y from there. Again a de�nite overall tari¤ impact on the demand of asset y can
not be determined.
Now the hedging possibility is dimnished and I �nd no de�nit reaction in the asset

allocation of the worker.
Referring to the tari¤ impact in industry x and industry y with a low portfolio risk and

a stronger risk increase in industry x than risk decrease in y no unambiguous direction
of the total asset demand is determined. A income hedge is not clearly possible. Above
all I can neither con�rm nor reject any statement about asset market exploitation and
investment concentration.
Summarising for the scenario with low portfolio risk, negative asset correlation and

labor income generated in the not protected industry I �nd that a su¢ cient strong risk
increase in industry x can dimnishe the asset market exploitation and therefore reduces
the diversi�cation possibilities. This in turn leads to reduced hedge of the labor risk.

6. Conclusion

From the present analysis four main components for a possible asset market exploitation
and therefore a possible labor income hedge can be found. Firstly the already existing
total risk share in the portfolio has a signi�cant in�uence on the total asset demand. Sec-
ondly the tari¤ impact on the asset covariance is decisive for the asset allocation. Further
the correlation between the two risky asset returns a¤ects the labor income hedge under
protectionist trade policy. Lastly it is important whether the risky labor income is gener-
ated in the protected industry or in the unprotected industry. All these di¤erent factors
stand for di¤erent kind of risks and these various risk sources in�uence the investment
decision of the individual in di¤erent ways.
The �rst three risk sources have ambiguous total e¤ects on the investment and asset

allocation decision of the worker. They di¤er in every isolated case.
But the location of the working income determines the impact of the trade policy on

the individual investment and especially asset allocation decision signi�cantly, particularly
with regard to the worker with a low total risk share. Trade policy dimnishes the total
asset demand for a worker in the portected industry. For workers in the not protected
industry protectionist trade policy leads to a slightly icnreasing asset demand. Conse-
quently trade liberalization increases asset market activity especially in those countries
with a representative investor working in the protected industry and tends to decrease
asset market activity in countries with the representative worker in the not protected
industries. These conclusions are only valid for investors with a low total risk share in
their portfolio.
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For the investor group with a high total risk share in the portfolio there is no unam-
biguous statement about the working location e¤ect possible. One explanation is that
investors with a high total risk share are usually relatively wealthy. With increasing
wealth, more precisely with a high liquid wealth - labor income ratio, the labor hedge
motive becomes less important and the �nancial hedge motive gains on weight. Hence
the location of the working income has no crucial impact on their investment and asset
allocation decision.
In particular the consequences of trade policy on the individiual investment decision

and thus considerations on the impact of overall employment can not be determined in
general. The di¤erent country conditions and industry relations within this country have
to be taken into account. Furthermore the characteristics of the di¤erent investor and
employee groups determine strongest the �nal conclusion. If a government is interested
in a certain level of asset market activities of a speci�c investor group trade policy and
trade liberalization can be an additional stimulating instrument.
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8. Appendix I

8.1. Table 1: Impact of �2i on �i;t
(labor income positively correlated with asset i)
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8.2. Table 2: Impact of �i;j on �i;t
(labor income positively correlated with asset i)
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8.3. Table 3: Impact of �i;j on �j;t
(labor income positively correlated with asset j)
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8.4. Table 4: Impact of �x;t+1 on �x;y
8.4.1. Table 4.1: �x
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8.4.2. Table 4.2: �x
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9. Appendix II

9.1. States with high portfolio risk
9.1.1. Positively Correlated Sectors
Scenario IIa: worker in industry x, strong risk decrease in industry y

In this next scenario the total risky share is high f > 1
2
and �x;t decreases in �x;y. This

leads to

(31)
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It is obvious from (18) that the derivation of the asset demand for asset x for the covariance
between asset x and the labor income is negative as long as the correlation between these
components is positive. Thus an increase in the labor income risk reduces the demand
for asset x. Furthermore with a positive correlation between the labor income and asset
x the labor asset covariance is positively a¤ected by the tari¤: @�x;l

@�x;t+1
> 0.

Therefore the total direct e¤ect of the risky labor income on the demand for asset x
is negative. This can be explained through the additional risk source argumentation by
Bodie et al. (1992) and Gollier and Schlee (2004) and this argumentation will even be
enforced by the positive correlation between the labor income and the return of asset x.
Besides the question is whether the analysed negative impact of the additional risk

source on �x;t compensates the total previous positive e¤ect of �x;t+1.
Similiar to a state without a risky labor income a negative impact of the tari¤ on the

asset covariance is necessary for a positive total e¤ect on the asset demand by the tari¤.
But this is not su¢ cient for the overall e¤ect on �x;t and a more detailed analysis of the
o¤setting e¤ects is needed.
With the total risk above one half

(32) f >
1

2

1

�

is satis�ed. Hence the demand for asset x reacts more sensitive to changes between the
industries (�x;y) than to intra-industry changes (�x) and the decreasing �x;y stimulates
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the demand for asset x more than the increasing risk of asset x decreases it. Moreover
under the assumption of a moderate consumption elasticity referring to labor income the
increasing mean compensates the increasing combined labor asset risk29. This leads to a
positive overall e¤ect on the demand for asset x.
As long as the two risky assets are positively correlated there is also a positive correlation

between the risk of asset y and the labor income risk. Hence a direct hedge is not
possible. However a risk reduction in terms of Goetzmann and Kumar (2002) is possible
by increasing the number of the shares contained in the portfolio. So the demand for
asset y does not necessarily decrease in the tari¤

(33)
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+
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.

The lower direct risk of this asset and the decreasing e¤ect on the asset covariance can
enforce a higher asset demand. In contrast to asset x; expected mean of the log excess
return of asset y decreases in the tari¤. So in comparison to the asset shifting in the
state without �x;t+1 the risk reduction has to compensate not only the labor risk but
also a lower expected asset return. Furthermore it is important to note that the asset
covariance is negatively a¤ected by the tari¤. Therefore the demand for asset y has also
to depend negatively on the asset covariance for an overall positive e¤ect30. Actually
with a negatively a¤ected asset covariance the asset-labor covariance in industry y has to
be negatively a¤ected, too. Hence all three risk e¤ects pull in the same direction. This
strong risk decrease in industry y compensates for the reduced expected excess return of
asset y. So in spite of the positive correlated labor risk and the tari¤ introduction the
demand for asset y increases with a tari¤ introduction in industry x.
Consequently in a scenario with high total risk, positive asset correlation, risky labor

income generated in industry x and a stronger risk decrease in industry y than risk increase
in industry x the introduction of a tari¤ in industry x does not cause a rebalancing of
the portfolio towards asset x. In particular there is no investement concentration in the
protected industry as Cassing (1996) states. Furthermore there is a possible hedge of the
labor income in terms of Goetzmann and Kumar (2002). However I �nd no con�rmation
of a decreased asset market exploitation as a result of the tari¤-introduction as would be
the consequence of Feeney and Hillman (2004).

Scenario IIb: worker in industry x, strong risk increase in industry x

For the sake of completeness a positive tari¤ impact on the asset covariance is consid-
ered. In this case the demand for both risky assets decreases in the tari¤. Again the risky
labor income has no signi�cant in�uence on the results.

29A strong consumption elasticity referring to labor would distort the result in favor of the labor risk. In
particual the increasing labor asset covariance would compensate the increased expected mean.
On the other hand a strong consumption elasticity referring to wealth would strengthen the observed

result.
30The condition for a decreasing �y;t in �x;y is stated in table 2.2.
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9.1.2. Negatively Correlated Sectors
Scenario IVa: worker in industry x, strong risk decrease in industry y

Now the scenarios are analysed with negatively correlated industries. The impact of a
tari¤ introduction in industry x on the total demand of asset x is analysed �rst for a total
risk share in the portfolio above one half.
The impact of the tari¤ on the asset risk and the expected excess return remains

unchanged. Equally their impact on the asset demand is analog to the previous section:

(34)
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Two asset demand enhancing e¤ects face two asset demand decreasing e¤ects. With the
high total riskshare in the portfolio (32) is satisi�ed and the demand reaction is stronger
for changes in �x;y than in �2x. Further the asset demand reacts more sensitive to variations
in the mean than to variations in the asset labor covariance as long as the consumption
elasticity to labor is moderate that is if

(35)
1


> (1� �)

hold. The tari¤ impacts on the mean and the asset labor covariance are very close. Thus
the demand reaction decides between these two e¤ects. Overall �x;t increases in the tari¤
as the two positive e¤ects outweigh the negative ones. But this compensation is very
weak. The additional source of risk through the risky labor income distorts the tari¤
impact towards a decreasing demand for asset x. This distortion is not strong enough to
compensate the two positive e¤ects, however.
In contrast to the demand for asset x the demand of asset y increases in �y;l. Precisely

as the risk of asset y and the labor income are negatively correlated asset y represents a
hedge possibility for the labor risk. Moreover there is the possibility for a change of the
tari¤ impact on the asset labor covariance because the two sources of risk are di¤erently
a¤ected by the tari¤. So the �nal e¤ect is positive if the risk decrease in industry y is
weaker than the risk increase in the labor income generated in industry x. Moreover the
�nal e¤ect changes if the strength ratio of these sube¤ect changes.
Again in common with the state without the labor risk the e¤ect on the mean in

industry y and the demand reaction on the mean are unchanged. But with the additional
risk source �2y gains importance.
Hence two e¤ects determine the �nal e¤ect on the demand of asset y, namely the tari¤

impact on the asset covariance and on the labor asset covariance.
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Firstly the tari¤ impact on the asset covariance is derived to be negative. As the risk
decrease in asset y is much stronger than the risk increase in the labor risk the overall
e¤ect on the labor asset covariance is negative, too. Hence the total e¤ect on the asset
demand is unclear.
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Comparing the intra-industry e¤ects with each other and the inter-industry e¤ects
shows that the tari¤ impact on the mean and on the variance are very close. But �y;t
reacts more sensitive to the variations in �2y as in �y. Hence the total intra-sectoral e¤ect
on the demand of asset y is determined by the variance and is therefore positive.
Analysing the inter-sectoral e¤ect shows that the tari¤ impact on these components is

also very similiar. Thus the determination has to follow from the demand reaction on
the components. Here the asset covariance overcompensates the labor asset covariance.
Consequently the total inter-sectoral e¤ect increases the demand for asset y.
Finally the total e¤ect of the tari¤ on the demand of asset y is positive.
The worker does not rebalance his portfolio completely towards asset y. His allocation

of asset x is not de�nite. But he increases his share of asset y as it works as a hedging
instrument of the strengthened risk in industry x:
Even though the additional risk from labor income dilutes a de�nite asset demand in-

crease in the tari¤ in industry x. In the scenario with a high risk share in the portfolio,
negative correlated assets, labor income generated in industry x and a stronger risk de-
crease in industry y than risk increase in industry x the total asset demand does not
necessarily decrease as the asset allocation is biased towards asset y. In particular the
portfolio will be fairly biased towards asset y. Also I �nd a investment concentration
in the not protected industry which is in contrast to the �ndings of Cassing (1996). As
a consequence of this result a labor risk hedge is given. Eventually the results do not
con�rm a reduced use of the asset market.

Scenario IVb: worker in industry x, strong risk increase in industry x

The variation of scenario III with a positive tari¤ impact on the asset covariance shows
that the demand decreasing e¤ects for asset x are stronger than the demand enhancing
e¤ects. Thus the demand for asset x decreases in the tari¤ in this case. Moreover as
�y;l increases in �x;t+1 the demand for asset y decreases in the tari¤, too. Referring to
the �ndings above the asset covariance e¤ect overcompensates the labor asset covariance.
The two demand decreasing e¤ects are not compensated by the increasing e¤ect resulting
from the reduced risk in industry y. Hence �y;t falls as a tari¤ in industry x is introduced.
With the stronger risk in industry x the worker reduces both shares of the risky assets

in his portfolio. He reduces asset x as the risk e¤ect compensates the increased return.
The hedging property of asset y is reduced with the less negative asset covariance.
Again a de�nite statement about a change in the total asset demand is not possible.

Referring to the symmetry between the two risky assets in the model does not reject the
assumption of a stable total asset demand. In particular a portfolio rebalancing towards
asset x might be a possible consequence of the tari¤ introduction in industry x. Yet the
concentration result of Cassing (1996) can not be con�rmed. So the possibility for a real
labor risk hedge dimnishes and the diversi�cation possibilities on the asset market are no
longer exploited.

Scenario VIa: worker in industry y, strong risk decrease in industry y

Lastly I analyse the constellation where labor income is generated in the not protec-
tioned industry of the home country. Hence the labor income and the return of asset x are
negatively correlated whereas the correlation between the labor income and the return of
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asset y is positive. Furthermore the asset correlation is still negative.
With a total risk share in the portfolio above one half the demand for asset x still

depends negatively on the asset risk and also negatively on the asset covariance. The
results in table 2.2 are even enforced since the sign for the labor asset covariance changes.
Therefore the two risks can be higher than in the case with positive labor correlation and
still the demand dependency does not change.
Nevertheless the demand dependency on the labor asset covariance changes. As asset

x now serves as a hedging instrument for labor income the demand for asset x increases
in the labor asset covariance. Hence the tari¤ impact on the demand for asset x is

(37)
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The only signs to determine are the changes in the inter-industry e¤ects caused by �x;t+1.
First I observe a negative tari¤ impact on the asset covariance. This implies a stronger
risk decrease in industry y than risk increase in industry x. Thus the sign for the reaction
of the labor asset covariance is negative, too.
The intra-industry e¤ects are very easily analysed as the tari¤ impact on both is similiar.

Besides the demand does react no longer stronger to the mean than to the variance. The
high total risk and the additional risk sources have improved the strength of the asset risk
in the determination of �x;t. Finally the total overall intra-industry e¤ect decreases the
demand for asset x.
Now the inter-industry e¤ects are analysed. The tari¤ impact on the two covariances

is very close. Again the e¤ect determination is decided by the demand reaction on both.
Therefore the overall inter-industry e¤ect on the demand for asset x is positive as the
asset covariance in�uences the asset demand stronger than the labor asset covariance.
Concluding the total tari¤ impact on �x;t in the state with high total risk, negative

asset correlation and negative labor correlation is not determined.
For completness the e¤ects on the demand of asset y are analysed. With the positive

labor income correlation in condition 4 and condition 5 the sign for the second term in
the brackets changes. Additionally the demand reaction on the labor asset covariance
also changes and now has a negative sign. The total tari¤ impact on the demand of asset
y is now

(38)
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Following the previous section the stronger risk decrease in industry y is analysed and
therefore both covariances are negatively a¤ected. Obviously the tari¤ in industry x
increases the demand of asset y.
The worker does not de�nitely rebalance his portfolio towards asset y. The industry

risk and the labor risk dillute the �nancial hedging motive and the reallocation of asset
x is not unambiguous. But the worker increases his share of asset y. As a result of the
reduced risk he can reduce his portfolio risk by increasing the number of assets included.
Therefore the total asset demand might increase in the tari¤ if the demand for asset

x remains stable. A de�nite statement is not possible as the direction of the demand
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for asset x can not be �nally determined. So for scenario Va with high portfolio risk,
negative asset correlation, labor income generated in the not protected industry and a
negative tari¤ impact on the asset covariance I state a slight investment concentration
in the not protected industry - against the expectations in the literature. But I observe
no de�nite decreasing asset market activities. Hence there might be a possible labor risk
hedge. In comparision to the scenario with the labor income generated in the protected
industry I �nd a dilution of the positive tari¤ impact on �x;t through the changed labor
risk correlation. In contrast the positive tari¤ impact on �y;t is strenghtened by the
changed labor risk correlation.

Scenario VIb: worker in industry y, strong risk increase in industry x

The next step is the analysis of a stronger risk increase in industry x than the decrease
in y. Precisely both covariances are positively a¤ected by the tari¤. The e¤ects on the
demand remain unchanged. So the overall e¤ect by the tari¤ obviously decreases the
demand of asset x.
Further the demand for asset y is analysed as the risk increase in industry x exceeds

the risk reduction in industry y. Consequently the tari¤ e¤ect on the asset covariance
increases in the tari¤ while the labor asset covariance does not change in reaction to
the tari¤. Once more the tari¤ impact on the covariances has a similar strength and
the compensation has to be analysed over the demand impact. With the negative asset
correlation and the positive labor risk correlation the labor asset covariance determines the
e¤ect on the demand of asset y of the two covariances. Hence the positive intra-industry
e¤ect compensates the negative inter-industry e¤ect.
On the other hand the demand of asset y reacts more sensitive by changes in the asset

risk as to the mean variations. The positively correlated labor income risk enforces this
and the demand increasing e¤ect caused by the variance changes dominates the demand
decreasing e¤ects by the mean. All e¤ects together leads to a rising demand of asset y as
the tari¤ in industry x is introduced.
In this case the worker decreases his share of asset x and increases the share of asset

y. As the e¤ect for asset y is the same as in the scenario above now in industry x the
industry risk overcompensates the hedging possibility.
Finally a rebalancing of the portfolio towards asset y takes place as a positive tari¤ in

industry x is introduced. A de�nite statement about a su¢ cient use of the asset market
and therefore a labor risk hedge is not possible.
However in scenario V with a high total risk share, negative asset correlation and labor

income generated in the not protected industry I �nd an investment concentration in
the not protected industry. Furthermore a de�nite statement about a labor hedge and
the asset market exploitation is not possible. These results are independent of the tari¤
impact on the asset covariance.


